Ferroli boiler parts diagram
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your team Benefits of eBilling. Having to deal with a faulty boiler can be stressful, especially if
you depend on it for hot water, too! Ferroli manufacture cheap budget boilers which are known
to be quite unreliable , with cheap fittings that are prone to leaks after a bit of wear and tear.
Unfortunately, because these boilers are prone to having multiple faults at a time , many
engineers including us will often refuse to carry out repairs. The Fix: Unfortunately, the only
solution is to have the valves replaced by your chosen engineer. The Fix: The cheap mechanical
timers that were often installed in Ferroli boilers tend to be very flimsy and often break if
someone tries to turn the timer back. It should be fairly simple to replace the programmer. If
your boiler is failing to fire up and just going into lock-out, it could be a problem with the PCB
printed circuit board , but you can check this by testing with a vault meter to see if electricity is
reaching the PCB whilst still remaining unresponsive. The Fix: Get an engineer to replace your
flue or clamps holding the flue in place. Especially if your Ferroli boiler is old, it may be worth
considering a replacement boiler. Upgrading to a new, A-rated boiler from a more reliable brand
could save you a lot of money in the long-term, although you may see it as a bit of an
investment in terms of upfront cost. I have a 14yr old Ferroli Sigma 40F boiler. It is a small 2 bed
semi with 6 radiators. Has been problem free until a couple of years ago when the flue had to be
replaced. Since the start of this year it has become erratic, if it was set on a 2 hour cycle it
would cut out after say 35mins, sometimes it would restart again about 15mins before the end
of the cycle, often it would not restart. Engineer replaced a part recently, think it was to do with
pressure, and it appeared to be ok. And it would not run when I tried to manually switch it on. It
did the same thing about twice over the last week. Should I give up on it and think about
replacement. Thank you. Just read your blog and was wondering if you could shed any light on
the problem we could be having with our Ferroli bolier. The problem is this. It also displays an
error code E on the LCD display and the numbers go right down to 5 then shoot up to 60 odd. I
have a Ferroli Domi Condons HE 26 C which is losing pressure very quickly and there is water
continuously running from the condensation pipe. After the boiler runs for about 15minutes
there is a constant drip, drip drip from the condensate line. When the boiler cools down the
pressure drops to approx. Had the same problem with the same model in a building used by the
public. Pressure went down to zero eventually and the boiler would not fire. Pressure vessel

inside the boiler had failed but the boiler has to be removed from the wall to get at it! Our
plumber installed an external pressure vessel and this has cured the depressurising but now
the heating switches off when it feels like it for no apparent reason. Should have got a
Worcester Bosch! Hello I have an f30 combo boiler and when on the ignition light willbe on and
then go off after a minute and come back on after a few seconds Also the hot water will run very
hot, cool right down then run back to hot Thanks. Is there any other faults that could make this
happen? I have the same problem with my f30 too. Did you find out what the fault was. Hi, I have
a Ferrari 77Ff combination boiler, the heating system is not working on the timer. As previously
mentioned, provided the boiler is installed correctly to a cleaned system, as with all boilers you
should have no problem. I myself have one fitted in my house, its been installed since Feb and
have no problem with it, and the hot water delivery is amazing. My Ferroli 27 HE Modena boiler
drips water periodically, If the heating is on for long periods the water dries up but when the
heatings on intermittently the water leak is more pronounced. Is it dangerous to run it with this
fault? Please help. I have a ferroli temp Thank you for your honesty. Having trouble with my
feroli boiler! Water running hot then cold. I have a ferroli boiler I my council house it gose of
every second day so no heating always has faults 23 and 31 and 37 council are not any help
advice. Many Thanks. Hi I have a problem with my boiler it is showing pressure warning sign its
a triangle with a green light i replaced the timer clock and it worked for two days then it stopped
working and the pressure dropped to zero. Ferroli boilers are cheap rubbish that will cost you
and cost you! Dont buy one ever! Richy Tate gas engineer I own a Ferroli Optimax HE 31c. It is
now six years old and in spite of the reputation of these boilers it has only developed one fault
in that time, and that was a leaking diverter valve, replaced under warranty. This is a fairly
common problem and to be honest it would have been cheaper to replace it myself in view of
the time I had to take off work. I have to say the engineer who was a Ferroli employee, not an
agent did a very thorough check on the boiler combustion and settings and pretty well serviced
it in addition to changing the diverter. He did check all the documentation very carefully and
photographed it, so make sure your installer filled in the Benchmark document and that you
have had the boiler serviced, and the service details recordedâ€¦at least while under warranty.
The timer is set for morning , afternoon and evening. However , the heating has come on early.
What can I do to stop heating coming on at odd times. I only want it to come on at time I
selected. One question i have is that at the moment the pipes to the radiators are 8mm micro
pipe.. My Ferolli boiler is 19 years old and when turned on it will ignite for hot water but will not
ignite for the heating? My boiler is situated in the bathroom and supplies radiators and hot
water, it run fine but the hot water to the tap and shower is boiling and dangerous, the control
on the boiler for hot water is turned down to the point that it will run cold if any lower. When it
has been yearly serviced the plumbers never sort it out. Hi What a great site you have created
here. I have always had to keep increasing the pressure by letting in water and this has got so
regular now that I now opt to keep the pressure at over Bar 4 so it takes much longer to go
below 0. If I turn the central heating off it seems to lose pressure even quicker for some reason
so i tend to have the boiler on permanently with radiators turned down to min in the summer
rather than risk turning the boiler to DHW only due to the rate at which the pressure drops.
However today I have noticed that the outlet pipe from the boiler that goes through my kitchen
brick wall to outside, like a breather pipe is leaking or should I say gushing boiling hot water
and looking underneath the boiler where all the valves and taps are there is an odd drip from a
couple of sources. Any idea on a quick fix to stop the boiling water gushing out of the pipe to
outside? Hi can you help i have been away for three weeks at my daughters on my return i
switched the temp dial in my hall to display the flame ,this usually fires up the boiler and gives
me hot water and turns on my heating, i noticed a little later this didnt work pressed the timer in
the hall again, reset the boiler etc and it flashed all sorts of codes the one remaining is 01 ,i
consulted the manual but i dont know how to check if the boiler has a flame? I have a Ferroli
Lamborghini extrema c 30 boiler , and the only fault I have is the water pressure It can read 1
bar, turn on hot tap it drops to 0, no hot water so fill up system to read 1. Sometimes as the
heating clicks in the pressure dial goes up and down. I think all these comments about ferolli is
unfair,I had a worcester bosch and had nothing but problems with it, and would never buy
another one, then had a ferolli and have had it for 5 years without a single hitch. My ferroli
mondena boiler is only working on DHW. The digital 24 timer is showing EEE. Does this mean I
will need to replace the timer. Your e-mail address will not be published. Call Us. Call Us: Get a
Free Quote. About Ferroli boilers Ferroli manufacture cheap budget boilers which are known to
be quite unreliable , with cheap fittings that are prone to leaks after a bit of wear and tear.
Consider a replacement Especially if your Ferroli boiler is old, it may be worth considering a
replacement boiler. Add Media. Irene on 14th June at pm. Martin on 24th June at pm. Hi, Just
read your blog and was wondering if you could shed any light on the problem we could be

having with our Ferroli bolier. Look forward to hearing from you. Gordon on 16th August at am.
Fault code A 51 is showing up Reply. Jeremy Edmunds on 9th September at pm. Hi I have a
Ferroli Domi Condons HE 26 C which is losing pressure very quickly and there is water
continuously running from the condensation pipe. Derek on 6th October at pm. JB on 30th
January at am. Steve on 22nd November at am. Hello I have an f30 combo boiler and when on
the ignition light willbe on and then go off after a minute and come back on after a few seconds
Also the hot water will run very hot, cool right down then run back to hot Thanks Reply. Kev on
31st January at am. Claire Flavell on 21st March at pm. Frank on 23rd November at pm. Tasmin
hagerty on 23rd November at pm. Gary Gregg on 26th November at am. Andy Graham on 30th
November at pm. Peter on 4th December at pm. Joanne on 5th December at pm. Please help
Reply. Charmaine on 9th January at pm. What should I do Reply. Danny johnston on 13th
January at am. Michael Devlin on 20th January at am. Ana on 27th January at am. June Bois on
4th February at pm. Michelle on 6th February at pm. I have a ferroli boiler I my council house it
gose of every second day so no heating always has faults 23 and 31 and 37 council are not any
help advice Reply. Tony on 7th February at pm. Many Thanks Reply. Any advice why this is
happening please. Richy Tate gas engineer Reply. Tim Hancock on 4th March at pm. Val on 6th
March at am. Wendy on 11th March at pm. Mr R Hill on 13th March at am. D Smith on 13th March
at pm. Tony Williams on 14th March at pm. Sheila Jackson on 17th March at am. Kevin Holloway
on 25th April at pm. Does this mean I will need to replace the timer Reply. Submit a Comment
Cancel reply Your e-mail address will not be published. Search for:. Manuals Brands Ferroli
Manuals Boiler Falcon II Installation, servicing and user instructions manual Ferroli Falcon II
Installation, Servicing And User Instructions Manual Copper wall-mounted combination, gas
fired boiler for central heating and domestic hot water production, fan assisted, room sealed
compartment, electronic flame ignition and control. Quick Links Download this manual. Copper
Wall-Mounted Combination,. Gas Fired Boiler for Central Heating. Fan Assisted, Room Sealed
Compartment,. Electronic Flame Ignition and Control. Related Manuals for Ferroli Falcon II
Boiler Ferroli Domina 80 E Installation, Service And User Instructions Manual Copper
wall-mounted combination, gas fired boiler for central heating and domestic hot water
production, fan assisted, room sealed compartment, electronic flame ignition and control 68
pages. Gas combination boiler for central heating and hot water production, wall mounted,
copper heat exchanger, fan assisted, room sealed, electronic flame ignition and control
installation, service and user instructions 52 pages. Copper wall-mounted combination, gas
fired boiler for central heating and domestic hot water production, fan assisted, room sealed
compartment, electronic flame ignition and control installation, servicing and user instructions
48 pages. Coper wall-mounted combination, gas fired boiler for central heating and domestic
hot water production, fan assisted, room sealed compartment, electronic flame ignition and
control 44 pages. Wall-mounted gas fired, condensing combination boiler 40 pages.
Wall-mounted gas fired, condensing combination boiler instructions for use, installation and
maintenance 44 pages. Wall-mounted gas fired, condensing combination boiler 44 pages.
Copper wall-mounted combination, gas fired boiler for central heating and domestic hot water
production, fan assisted, room sealed compartment, electronic flame ignition and control 48
pages. Wall-mounted gas fired, for hot water and heating 40 pages. Cast iron gas boiler for
heating with electronic ignition and flame control 40 pages. Both should be recorded in your
central heating log book. It is a new high performance gas fired heat generator for central
heating and domestic hot water production. Distance between connections Fig. The diagrams
indicate the variation in heat output to the water as burner working pressure is varied.
Regulations and the byelaws of the Local Water Undertaking. Pipework not forming part of the
useful heating suface should be insulated to prevent any heat losses or possible freezing i. Drill
two 10mm holes 90mm deep to accept the wall plugs, fit wall plugs. Fit two special wall plugs on
the wall as described in the fig. Determine the correct size of flue restrictor required. Before
inserting the flue gas duct in the boiler, check that the restrictor fitted is correct and that it is
correctly positioned see fig. The simple mounting and use of double lip gaskets Concentric at
the joints makes this an extremely easy and safe Vertical option. Insert blanking plate 2 in
remaining air intake Fig. Connect the pressure relief valve discharge pipe 15mm to the outside
of the building, where possible over a drain. The discharge must be such that it will not be
hazardous to occupants and passers-by or cause damage to external electric components or
wiring. All wiring must conform to current I. Do not rely on empirical measurements.
Temperature should be measured using thermometers as near as possible to the boiler, bearing
in mind the heat loss from the pipes. If this is not the case, bring it back to this value. Clean heat
exchanger with a soft brush. Re-assemble baffle, flue hood and fan assembly, secure with
screws previously removed. Refit burner assembly and burner rail. Reconnect ignition and
flame rectification leads. Reconnect gas union and tighten. As the water temperature increases

the resistance in the thermistor decreases. This causes the PCB to reduce the voltage to the
modureg, in turn reducing the burner pressure. The wiring for each thermistor is colour coded
red for C. Is air pressure switch activated? Is relay RY switch ON? Go to chart 5 Differential air
pressure across the air pressure Go to charts switch is greater than Pascal? Check and if
necessary replace Is LED2 on Does sparking start without at burner? Go to chart 5 Re-check air
pressure switch Check and if necessary Is LED2 on replace safety thermostat after 10 seconds?
Check electrodes and TEL No. Print page 1 Print document 48 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Go to
installersmate. Monday-Friday 8. As a high performance, energy efficient and affordable
appliance, the Modena HE is unbeatable in its class. The Modena is so compact that it can be
sited virtually anywhere and because it is extremely lightweight, installation can be completed
with only one pair of hands. The Modena HE more than meets consumer demand for constant
heat and hot water whilst saving them money on fuel bills and helping them to reduce their
carbon footprint. Search Site. Smallest, lightest, quietest complete combi boiler The Modena is
so compact that it can be sited virtually anywhere and because it is extremely lightweight,
installation can be completed with only one pair of hands. Highly fuel efficient without
compromising on performance The Modena HE more than meets consumer demand for
constant heat and hot water whilst saving them money on fuel bills and helping them to reduce
their carbon footprint. Technical Data. Technical Files. Modena Brochure Related products. LEB
Wall mounted system range, electric boiler. Quick Links Download this manual. Wall-hung,
gas-fired, system boiler, for central heating 44 pages. Ferroli econcept tech gas boilers
instructions for use, installation and maintenance 64 pages. Ferroli is a member of the
Benchmark initiative and fully supports the aims of the programme. Benchmark has been
introduced to improve the standards of installation and commissioning of central heating
systems in the UK and to encourage the regular servicing of all central heating systems to
ensure safety and efficiency. Page 4: Instructions 1. Instructions 1. T-ONE C HE is a
high-efficiency condensing pre-mix appliance for central heating and hot water production,
running on natural gas or LPG, generating extremely low emissions. The display indicates the
actual Central Heating water temperature part. The display shows CU flashing fig. It can be
varied from 1 to 10, in accordance with the chart fig. Installation 2. However, the place of
installation must be sufficiently ventilated to prevent the creation of dangerous conditions in
case of even slight gas leaks. For more information, please contact: Fernox Manufacturing Co.
The layout of the terminals for the various connections is given in the wiring diagram in fig.
Page Flue System The current standards and local regulations must be observed. Only a Ferroli
flue system with respective accessories must be used with this unit, as required by BS and CE
standards. For the wall hole dimensions, refer to section 4. Page Condensate Drain Connection
Connection to multiple flues or single flues with natural draught To connect the T-ONE C HE
boiler to a multiple flue or a single flue with natural draught, the flue or chimney must be
expressly designed by professionally qualified technical personnel in conformity with the
current standards and regulations. For that purpose, use a supplied with pipe of at least 22 mm
diameter and a trap with flexible connection the unit to facilitate connection of the condensate
drain pipe. Page Service And Maintenance All adjustment, conversion, startup and maintenance
operations described below must only be carried out by Qualified Per- sonnel meeting the
professional technical requirements prescribed by current regulations. If either setting is
adjusted the combustion values must be rechecked at both rates. In case of a boiler fault, the
display will flash together with the fault symbol detail 11 - fig. Technical data and characteristics
4. Page Service Record Service Record It is recommended that your heating system is serviced
regularly and that the appropriate Service Interval Record is completed. For Technical
assistance during the installation, call our Technical Helpline on You will be required to provide
your Gas Safe Register Number. This manual is also suitable for: T-one 25 c he T-one 30 c he.
Print page 1 Print document 36 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. First of all you should understand
that there are many types and nomenclature of boilers. The main classification of boilers is in
two categories i. Fire tube boilers are useful for small demands of steam and water tube boilers
are useful for industrial level usage. To cut short the main purpose of boiler is to boil a liquid
mostly the water in order to generate the steam for servin
2005 nissan altima oil
277v wiring diagram
cooper motion sensor switch
g the purpose of heating a building or running an equipment through pressurized steam or
pressurized water. The diagram above is showing the boiler parts which are mandatory for the

design and operation of steam boiler. Hence each boiler part plays important role and everyone
interested to know more about boilers can learn from this page in the last section. Lets first see
some basic information about boilers. Boiler is a device used to generate steam at a desired
pressure and temperature by transferring heat energy produced by burning fuel to water to
change it to steam. Normally boiler is a combination of apparatus used for producing,
furnishing or recovering heat together with the apparatus for transferring the heat so made
available to the fluid being heated and vaporized. The fluid is contained in the boiler drum called
shell and the thermal energy released during combustion of fuel is transferred to water and this
converts water into steam at the desired temperature and pressure.

